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Abstract- T he fuzzy testing technology can effectively detect
vulnerabilities. Based on Directed Symbolic Execution (DSE)
fuzzing and Directed Grey Box Fuzzing (DGF) , which can reach
the specified target locations and scan the vulnerability quickly
and efficiently. This paper introduces the theoretical knowledge
of directed fuzzy testing technology, and several state-of-the-art
fuzzy testing tools to elaborate the prl nclple, advantages,
disadvantages and the prospect of directed fuzzy technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software security information is critical to understanding
the security issues and distribution of software. According to a
report published by the well-known security company
Veracode in 2017 [1], today, agile development and open
source software are popular. An average of 75% of software
code in a software comes from open source components, but
vulnerabilities in these open source components bring a huge
security risk. At the same time, most of the information about
security comes from the protection technologies of firewalls or
anti-virus networks, gateways or terminals provided by
"perimeter defense companies". These techniques only focus
on known vulnerabilities and involve fewer a-day
vulnerabilities hidden in binary software.

Fuzzy testing is a security test technology, which uses
many semi-effective data as input to the application, and uses
the program as an indicator to find out the possible security
vulnerabilities [2] in the application. The fuzzy testing is
divided into the following three types [3]. Black box Fuzzing,
which only needs to analyze the results of the program
execution [4, 5, 6]; White Box Fuzzing [7], which requires
heavyweight level program analysis and constraint solving;
Grey Box Fuzzing (GF) is somewhere in between, using
lightweight tools to collect certain program structures and
constrain solving at compile time. However, existing grey box
fuzzers cannot be directed effectively.

Directed fuzzing is a vulnerability detection technology that
focuses on the location of a target in a user-specified program.
It is mainly divided into DSE and DGF. When the program
changes, we are more concerned about whether this change
introduces other vulnerabilities. The directed fuzzer uses this
change as the target location for vulnerability scanning to
detect more vulnerabilities and prevent them from spreading
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widely. Unlike non-directed fuzzers, directed fuzzers spend a
lot of time on finding a specific target location instead of
wasting a lot of time on unrelated program modules. Directed
fuzzing, as an improvement to traditional random testing, uses
stain analysis to locate seed input areas that can affect security
sensitive program points, and it focuses on changing these
seeds to reveal defects and vulnerabilities.

Most existing directed fuzzers are based on symbolic
execution [8]. The goal of a stain-based directed fuzzer is to
identify and fuzz specific input bytes in the seed to obtain a
particular value at a given program location. It uses classical
stain analysis [9] to identify certain parts of the seed input that
should be prioritized to increase the probability of generating
the value required to observe the target location vulnerability
(for example, the zero value in the denominator of the division
operator [10] ), this can greatly reduce the search space. It does
not require heavyweight symbolic execution and constraint
solving mechanisms. However, the user is required to provide a
seed input that has reached the target location. DGF is a
vulnerability detection technology that implements orientation
based on GF, and the user can specify multiple target positions
at a time. At the same time, the user can give an initial seed
input or an empty input, and the directed grey box fuzzer can
be fuzzed.

At present, the mainstream fuzzers are as follows, as shown
in Table 1.

TABLE!. SUMMARIES OF TIIE TYP ICAL FUZZERS

Nmn e Birtlt YeaI' KeyTechniques

Peach 2004 Black box fuzzing

TaintScope 2010 Symbolic execution

AFL 2013 Grey box fuzzing

KArCH 2013 Symbolic execution

SDFuzz 2014 Directed fuzzing

SeededFuzz 2016 Directed fuzzing

Kelinci 2017 Grey box fuzzing

AFLGo 2017 Directed grey box fuzzing

ColIAFL 2018 Grey box fuzzing

SAFL 2018 Directed grey box fuzzing/
directed symbolic execution

PTfuzz 2018 Grey box fuzzing



II. DIRECTED SytvlBOLIC EXECUTION

A. Symbolic Execution Algorithm
Symbolic execution was originally used in the field of

compilers, program understanding, etc. [11]. The main idea is
to symbolize the input of the program, and execute these
symbol variables as input, collect the predicate constraints of
the branch condition judgment, and finally use the solver to get
the new test input [12].

The most traditional symbolic execution is static symbolic
execution. First, the input variable is symbolized, that is, the
input variable is set to x. Then through the static analysis
program, it is converted into an intermediate language, and the
symbolized variable is changed in the program flow, thereby
outputting a value of the symbolized variable. An example is
shown in Figure 1 [13]:

a = raw_inputO;

b = 2*a;

if (b = = 10)

print "win" ;

else

print "lose";

Figure 1. Simple code example

In this code example, the traditional run is to enter the value
of a, then run the following code . In the process of static
symbolic execution, a is first symbolized, e.g. a = x, b = 2*x.
When b == 2 * x, it enters the 'win' path; ifb != 2 * x, it enters
the ' lose' path. The states in which the two paths are combined
is called the execution tree, b == 2 * x and b != 2 * x are the
path constraints. When the symbolic execution ends (that is,
the program is normal or abnormally exited), the constraint
solver will solve the path constraint, and the solution is the
value required to go to this path . On another level, symbolic
execution is the transformation of reachability problems into
constraint solving problems.

Of course, this approach looks perfect, but there are many
problems in the actual implementation process, such as the
constraints cannot be solved. Combining traditional static
symbolic execution with actual execution is called dynamic
symbolic execution [14]. Dynamic symbolic execution
maintains two states: one is the state of the actual variable, and
the other is the symbolized state . The actual state maps
randomly generated values to variables, while the symbolized
state symbolizes variables. The dynamic symbolic execution
first runs according to the actual state, and collects the
constraints of the symbolization of the variables actually
running to the path and solves them. Then, the constraint is
inverted, and the constraints of the other path are obtained and
solved. The process repeats until all paths have been explored
or the user-set limits are reached.

As shown as Figure 1, the dynamic symbolic performs a
randomly generated variable a = 7, which enters the 'lose' path
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when actually executed. In the judgment statement, another
path can be obtained by negating the collected constraints.
Therefore, in this way, the problem that the constraint cannot
be identified or solved is avoided. Zhe Chen et al. extract
behavior information from the original complex Control Flow
Graph (CFG) by using dynamic symbolic execution, and then
add constraints to the control flow model to present a control
flow-based Extended Program Behavior model with Finite
State Machine control parameters (EPBFS:tv1). Finally, a new
fuzzy input is generated by solving the constraints generated by
EPBFSM. This approach not only finds possible path-aware
vulnerabilities, but also identifies possible access control
object-aware vulnerabilities [15].

B. Directed Symbolic Execution
DSE translates the reachability problem into an iterative

constraint solving problem. Since most paths are not feasible,
the search is typically iterative by finding a feasible path to the
intermediate target. For example, the patch test tool KATCH [16]
uses the symbolic actuator KillE to reach the part of the
program changes. KLEE [17] uses the method of symbolic
execution to systematically explore the state space of feasible
paths by heavy-weight analysis of program analysis and
constraint solving [18]. Once a feasible path that can actually
reach the target location is identified, the test case is generated
a posteriorly as a solution to the corresponding path constraint.

55 /* Read type and payload length first */

56 hbtype = *p++;

57 n2s(p, payload);

58 pl = p;

65 if (hbtype == TLSl _HB_REQUEST) {

77 /* Enter response type, length and copy payload */

78 *bp++ = TLS 1_HB_RE SPONSE;

79 s2n(payload, bp);

80 memcpy(bp,pl,payload);

Figure 2. Heartbleed commit[19]

Suppose that line 80 is set as the target and KATCH finds a
feasible path no to reach line 65 as the intermediate target.
Next, KATCH solves the constraint <r(no) n hbtype ==

TLSl _HB_REQUEST condition by the constraint solver to
generate an input that can be executed to the line 80 (target
position). Unlike grey box fuzzers, white box fuzzers based on
symbolic execution provide a simple handle to achieve directed
fuzzing. Most patch testing tools are based on DSE.

However, the effectiveness of DSE sacrifices its efficiency
[20]. DSE takes a long time to perform program analysis and
constraint solving. During each iteration, DSE uses program
analysis to identify those branches that need to be negated to
get closer to the target, constructing the corresponding path
conditions based on the sequence of instructions along those



paths, and use a constraint solver to verify the satisfiability of
these conditions.

DSE has been used to reach dangerous locations in the
program, overwrite changes in the patch, overwrite previously
uncovered program elements to increase coverage, verify static
analysis reports, abrupt detection, and reproduce field failures.

III . DIRECTED GREY BOX FUZZING

A. Grey Box Fuzzing
Coverage-based fuzzing is designed to generate input that

can achieve maximum code coverage, as well as the ability to
explore deeper program paths. Saahil Ognawala et al. proposed
an open source framework Munch [21] that implements two
hybrid techniques based on fuzzing and symbolic execution,
which achieves functional coverage of deeper paths.

AFL [22] is a very good grey box fuzzer for C programs
and has the ability to discover many high-impact vulnerabilities
[23] and can be extended. It builds test cases based on code
instrumentation, resulting in high availability of use cases, and
many performance optimizations for Linux that make it very
fast. AFL is easy to extend, and Kelinci [24] is a tool for
linking AFL to instrumented Java programs. It does not require
modification of AFL and is easy to parallelize. This tool
implements the possibility of applying AFL-type fuzz testing to
Java programs and can prove its effectiveness. AFL gets the
input program from the file or standard input 'stdin' and makes
a good fuzzing, but the program on the network is not
convenient and needs some support from the auxiliary library.
CollAFL [25] uses the application as input and uses three fuzzy
strategies to provide more accurate coverage information to
mitigate path conflicts and improve the speed of discovering
new paths. Among them, three are untouched neighbor
descendants preferentially fuzzed; untouched neighbor
branches are preferentially fuzzed; seed priority fuzzy with
more access memory operations. SAFL [26] is based on KLEE
and AFL to generate seeds that can explore deeper paths earlier
and easier, and proposes an algorithm that can perform a rare
or deeper path with higher probability.

B. Directed Grey Box Fuzzing
DGF maps the reachability problem to an optimization

problem and uses a specific meta heuristic algorithm to
calculate the minimum distance from which the seed is
generated to the target. AFLGo is a directed grey box fuzzer
that is an extension of AFL.

AFLGo [27] can expose more vulnerabilities in less time
[28]. While the DSE generates a single input, the grey box
fuzzer can generate more orders of magnitude of input. Starting
with the same seed input, the directed grey box fuzzer AFLGo
takes less than 20 minutes to expose the Heartbleed
vulnerability; however, the DSE tool KATeR does not expose
the Heartbleed vulnerability for 24 hours.

DGF preserves the efficiency of GF because all program
analysis is in the compile phase. At the same time, DGF can be
easily parallelized, allowing more computing power to be
allocated in order to detect vulnerabilities quickly and
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efficiently. AFLGo is easy to set up with just a few thousand
lines of code and can be integrated with OSS-Fuzz to expose
more security critical programs and libraries. BuzzFuzz [29]
only gets the stain data of the target program, which is a good
example of how the grey box fuzzer works. Compared to DSE,
the DGF does not require heavyweight symbolic execution,
program analysis, and constraint solving. The lightweight
program analysis implemented by DGF is done at compile time.

The GF test uses the branch information collected at
program run time as feedback to guide the selection of seeds.
AFL and AFLGo detect and obtain branch information at
compile time. QEMU emulation extended AFL can also obtain
branch information of binary program. PTfuzz uses hardware
mechanism (Intel processor trace) to collect branch information
and obtained the performance equivalent to the compile-time
detection method [30].

Seed input is very important for directed fuzzing.
SeededFuzz [31] implements a seed selection method to cover
more critical programs and detect more vulnerabilities. SDFuzz
[32] searches for key function locations on binary software,
uses stain analysis to classify input data into security-related
data and security-independent data, and finally changes
security-related data to implement directed testing. TaintScope
[33] is a directed fuzzy tool that implements fine-grained
dynamic stain tracking at the binary level, identifies key
operations in the input, and identifies potential vulnerabilities.
In addition, it is also a fuzzy test tool that supports checksums.

IV. CONCLUTION AND PROSPECT
Both DSE and DGF can reach the program-specified

location. However, DSE has more heavyweight program
analysis than DGF fuzzing. In the future, it is possible to
integrate directed white box fuzzing and DGF based on
symbolic execution, and to take advantage of the precise
analysis of symbolic execution and the multi-input of grey box
fuzzing generation, the integrated directed fuzzy technology
will be able to take advantage of their comprehensive
advantages to alleviate their individual weaknesses. At the
same time, when choosing to execute test cases, you can use
machine learning algorithms to determine the pros and cons of
test cases and the order of priority of test case execution based
on some models learned from past experience.

However, fuzzy testing also has certain limitations. For
example, access control vulnerability, that is, the fuzzy testing
does not recognize the permissions of the application itself.
Bad design logic, that is, fuzzy testing does not identify
whether the problem found is due to a security problem. The
back door, that is, the fuzzy testing does not recognize whether
it is a back door function. Destruction, that is, the SIGSEGV
signal will cause the fuzzy testing to fail to identify whether the
memory is corrupted. Multi-stage security vulnerabilities, that
is, fuzzy testing is useful for identifying a single vulnerabilities,
but they are not very useful for vulnerabilities that are caused
by small chain of vulnerabilities. In the future, perhaps for
these limitations, directed fuzzy techniques can give an answer.

At present, we customize the fuzzers according to input
characteristics, mutation strategy, seed sample screening and
abnormal sample discovery and analysis, which is expensive.
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